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Abstract: To reduce the allocation of energy storage capacity in wind farms and improve economic
benefits, this study is focused on the virtual synchronous generator (synchronverter) technology. A
system accompanied by wind power, energy storage, a synchronous generator and load is presented
in detail. A brief description of the virtual synchronous generator control strategy is given. The
capacity allocation is based on different optimization goals and the optimal energy storage capacity
configuration of the coordinated frequency modulation (FM) control strategy. The detail of the
dual-loop control strategy is carried out by establishing the grid-connected transfer function model
of the synchronverter energy storage and a theoretical model of life cycle cost is established. The
optimal control strategy of coordinated FM for wind storage is implemented using MATLAB software.
The simulation showed that the proposed strategy provided the energy storage capacity at high
wind speed, which is configured to be 5.9% of the installed capacity of the wind turbine, marking a
reduction of 26% compared with the 8% capacity required for independent support. In addition, the
proposed method has improved the energy storage capacity configuration of the coordinated FM
control strategy.

Keywords: energy storage system (ESS); synchronverter; wind energy; frequency modulation (FM);
capacity configuration

1. Introduction

To protect the ecological environment and ensure sustainable economic development,
the use of wind, solar and other new energy sources to generate electricity has become
the focus of authorities [1,2]. Furthermore, with the development of technology and
the economy, people’s demand for electricity is rapidly increasing, which leads to the
scarcity of traditional energy. New energy sources do not need to consume increasingly
exhausted fossil energy, nor will they cause environmental pollution, ensuring sustainable
production [3]. While the synchronization characteristic of a synchronous motor can
ensure its automatic synchronization with a large power grid, the inverter can only achieve
synchronization with the power grid through phase-locked control [4]. In a large power
network, the output impedance of the synchronous motor is high due to its winding, which
has a strong ability to suppress current disturbance [5]. The inverter has weak resistance to
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current and is prone to overcurrent. The synchronous motor has a strong ability to cope
with external disturbances due to its structural characteristics, while the inverter topology
is mainly composed of power electronic devices, which have limited bearing capacity and
poor resistance in case of system failure [6]. Therefore, the characteristics of the synchronous
motor can ensure the stable operation of the power system. The characteristics of large
synchronous motor impedance and large inertia can thus guarantee the stable operation of
the power system. A new control method of inverter synchronverter control is proposed to
improve the stability of power grid operation [7,8]. The excellent technical characteristics,
such as fast output and stable operation, of the ESS are utilized to compensate for the
uncontrollable shortcomings of wind turbines and to support the frequency of the system
in a stable state in time [9]. The intermittent ability to generate electricity from either a
single wind turbine or wind farms, as well as the inherent challenges of supplying and
sustaining connectivity to the electrical grid, point to the necessity for energy storage [10].
Energy storage offers a way to collect and balance wind energy as it is produced and store
it for use at a later time when demand might outstrip supply. The most practicable or
advantageous energy storage technologies for wind generation are said to fall into four
categories: battery storage, flywheel storage, compressed air storage, and pumped hydro
storage. However, considering the high cost of ESS, it is necessary to study the optimal
control strategy of coordinated FM for wind energy storage [10].

In this study, an ESS model is established to conduct parameter tuning and deeply
analyze the influence of parameter changes on the stability of each link of the ESS, thereby
laying a foundation for the subsequent ESS to be connected to the wind energy system and
providing a stable output. Under the condition that the original wind storage coordination
FM strategy cannot meet the demand, a wind storage coordination frequency optimization
strategy is proposed. Therefore, the optimal allocation of energy storage capacity is studied.
Furthermore, due to the high cost of energy storage, we also considered the characteristics
and economics of FM technology and proposes an optimal allocation method for energy
storage capacity. According to the requirements of FM, the design method of the energy
storage rated power and the rated capacity is determined.

2. Background Study

The basic idea of a synchronverter has been provided [11,12], which makes the grid-
connected inverter resemble the operational characteristics of SG in various ways. Re-
searchers [13] proposed a synchronverter scheme that reflects the proper operating charac-
teristics of the synchronous machine, whereas the technique reflects the swing equation
of conventional SG. Furthermore, operational metrics such as Q and Pf can be compared
between the standard SG and synchronverter [14]. However, a current-controlled synchron-
verter is the same as a current source, providing voltage and frequency support for the
system. In [15], a voltage-controlled synchronverter technique is proposed to alleviate
the shortcomings of the current-controlled synchronverter. The goal of voltage-controlled
synchronverter techniques is to simulate the rotor inertia and system frequency modulation
characteristics of SG in frequency control to improve the system’s frequency stability [16].
The reactive voltage relationship is primarily considered in voltage control to control the
stable voltage output [17]. The synchronverter performs power management and frequency
modulation functions thanks to the power controller and voltage frequency controller [18].
The synchronverter is a system that simulates the inertia of a traditional power system
by combining control algorithms, renewable energy sources, energy storage devices, and
power electronics [19]. The synchronverter is a system that connects various storage units,
generation units, and the utility grid. In today’s grid systems, variable wind turbines are
employed, and these turbines are connected with back-to-back inverters, allowing for total
decoupling of inertia from the utility grid [18]. The AC to DC converters and an additional
inverter at the front end connect the energy storage and wind systems. This system is unre-
sponsive to changes in inertia [12]. According to the literature, the main model concepts
for many topologies are identical; however, the implementation of each topology model
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differs. Only a few topologies use mathematical equations to fully simulate synchronous
generator behavior, and only a few topologies use swing equations to copy the synchronous
generator’s inconsistent performance. The simple structure of the synchronverter-based
wind energy storage system is presented in Figure 1.
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2.1. Virtual Synchronous Generator

Synchronverter technology allows embedding the mechanical and electrical transient
equation of a traditional synchronous generator into the control strategy of the external
power electronic converter of wind power or photovoltaic unit, to simulate the external
electromagnetic and mechanical motion characteristics of the synchronous motor [17]. To
avoid too complex modelling and give consideration to practicability, the second-order
synchronous motor model as the simulation modelling target is used. The motion equation
of the second-order rotor of a synchronous motor controlled by VSG can be expressed as

Tm − Te − D(ω − ωre f ) = J dω
dt

dθ1
dt = ω

(1)

In Equation (1), Tm and Te represent the mechanical and electromagnetic torque of the
prime mover, respectively; θ1 represents the angle of work; ω and ωref represent the rotor
angular velocity and rated angular velocity, respectively; the J parameter is the rotational
inertia coefficient of the rotor; and D is the damping coefficient of the rotor.

The stator electrical equation can be expressed as

uabc = eabc − Csiabc − Ls
diabc

dt
(2)
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In Equation (2), uabc is the stator side-induced electromotive force; eabc is the three-
phase output voltage of the stator side; and Ls and Cs are armature inductors and capaci-
tors, respectively.

Using the above two models, the modelling process is relatively simple, but also can
ensure the inertia characteristics of the synchronous motor simulated by the inverter.

Low- and high-frequency oscillation phenomena exist in the synchronverter grid-
connected system due to external interference and factors of the synchronverter itself [19].
The introduction of virtual synchronization makes the system have low-frequency oscilla-
tion characteristics similar to that of a synchronous motor [20]. Furthermore, the combined
action of some functions of the synchronverter and external interference will stimulate
the original mode change of the inverter and cause the high-frequency oscillation of the
grid-connected system [14]. At present, most scholars seldom present the grid-connection
stability and mostly use the small-signal model. Researchers [15] have discussed the small-
signal model adopted to study the stability of a single machine incorporated into the power
grid. Some [16] studied the situation of two machines connected to a microgrid under
small-signal interference and also studied the influence of the change in the control param-
eters and circuit parameters on the stability of the system. Others [18] have derived the
synchronous frequency resonance phenomenon excited by the synchronverter access power
grid in detail and proposed corresponding measures to suppress the oscillation through an-
alyzing its influencing factors. In [19], the authors adopted the classical method of stability
analysis in a power system, taking the power angle and frequency of synchronverter as the
state variables, establishing the state–space equation, and used the characteristic root locus
method to study the influence of parameter changes on the stability of the system. The
authors in [20] studied the stability of a synchronverter connected to a large power grid,
establishing the transfer function between output power and input power, and analyzed
the dynamic characteristics of the system.

2.2. Frequency Modulation Coordination

The rotor inertia control has a short maintenance time, and the response speed is slow
when the rotor pitch control is adopted, so the power of the frequency recovery cannot be
provided in time [21]. Therefore, it is difficult to keep the power system frequency in a stable
state solely by relying on the wind turbine’s FM. Researchers [22] constructed an FM model
covering energy storage and wind farms. It is clear that the addition of energy storage
is beneficial to ease the frequency fluctuation of the power grid, but the waste of energy
storage is caused to some extent due to the failure to consider the FM method used on wind
farms. Therefore, considering only the FM means of energy storage and ignoring the FM
means used in wind farms is not conducive to its application in engineering. The authors
in [23] used ESS and wind control systems to assist power grid FM successively. Without
considering the coordination function of the two, the economic efficiency of frequency
regulation is reduced by making full use of their complementary characteristics. Therefore,
isolated consideration of wind and energy storage participating in the FM system causes
economic loss. This study adopts the coordinated FM control strategy of wind storage
and builds the simulation model of the wind storage system and the conventional power
system. It analyses the frequency change of the system and improves the technical economy
and engineering practicality of the frequency regulation. Meanwhile, coordinated FM of
wind storage restrains the secondary frequency drop phenomenon in the process of wind
power speed recovery, which is of great significance to transform wind power from FM
with the ability to provide an auxiliary service to the participating system and improve the
safety and stability of the power grid.

2.3. Optimal Energy Storage Capacity

Energy storage is connected to the power system, which can optimize the FM effect of
the wind farm. However, considering the high cost of energy storage, how to optimize the
configuration of energy storage capacity and improving the efficiency of wind farm FM
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has become an urgent problem to be solved [24]. The energy storage capacity allocation
methods used to calm the stroke power of wind farms include the economic index opti-
mization method, considering the economy; the frequency-domain analysis method, using
spectrum analysis; and the probability statistical method, based on distribution value allo-
cation [25]. The frequency-domain analysis method is described in [26]. Fourier transform
is adopted to analyze the output data, to determine the target value to be stabilized and
the frequency band where the energy storage is located, and to determine the maximum
and minimum value of the accumulated energy storage in the selected period. When the
SOC of the ESS is within the allowable range and can maintain the normal operation of
the system, the capacity that the ESS needs to be configured to is determined through
simulation analysis [27]. When adopting this method, it is necessary to collect the historical
data of wind farms, which requires a high degree of sample selection and has a strong
dependence on the data. Meanwhile, the energy storage capacity configured by this method
is relatively large. Authors [28] have discussed that a probabilistic statistical method be
adopted, and that capacity allocation also be carried out based on historical data. Firstly,
the component values of the two types of hybrid batteries are separated by the wavelet
decomposition method. Then, according to the component value statistics, one determines
its distribution law [29]. Different confidence levels are used to determine the capacity
of the energy storage configuration. Researchers [28] studied the optimization method of
the economic indicators adopted. The optimal economic effect is taken as the objective
function, and the mathematical algorithm of chance-constrained programming is adopted
to seek the optimal value of the energy storage capacity and configure the capacity needed
for economic optimization [29]. A comprehensive optimal allocation method for energy
storage capacity is proposed, which is constrained by the operating control energy of the
ESS and targeted at the optimization of the FM effect and economic synthesis. By allocating
a proper energy storage, the wind farm can adjust the frequency variation of the power grid
in time just like traditional power supply, thereby improving the engineering applicability
and economy of the combined FM of wind storage.

3. Proposed Methods
3.1. Virtual Synchronous Generator Model

A voltage and current-controlled energy storage synchronverter adopts a double-
loop control strategy. The outer loop is an active and reactive power link, through which
amplitude and phase are generated. The inner loop is the current loop, which generates the
voltage reference value of the pulse modulation signal by inductance current control. In
the current-control-type energy storage virtual synchronous machine, the outer loop uses
power control to generate the reference current, and the inner loop uses current control
to generate the voltage reference signal. According to the control strategy of the virtual
synchronous machine for energy storage, the transmission model of the ESS is established.
The parameter setting and stability analysis are carried out for the energy storage system,
to provide a stable output value for subsequent participation in wind power FM. When
the voltage-controlled energy storage of the synchronverter is connected to the grid, the
system has two coordinate systems: the synchronverter itself and the rotation coordinate
system of the grid. The proposed dual-loop control strategy is depicted in Figure 2, while
Figure 3 presents the simulation model of the proposed system, where batteries are used to
maximize the full life cycle value of the energy storage.
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3.2. Optimized Control Strategy

The optimized control strategy of coordinated FM of wind energy storage is presented
in Figure 4. For the output FM power (Pf ) of the whole wind resource, the field is calculated
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and then allocated to the energy storage and wind. According to the principle of energy
storage priority in distribution, if the energy storage capacity is greater than the FM power
output required by the whole wind field, the FM task will be undertaken by the energy
storage. If the energy storage capacity is less than the FM power output required by the
whole wind field, the energy storage will be full, and the remaining FM task is undertaken
by the wind. The calculation of the Pf regards the entire wind farm output needs, and then
allocate it to energy storage and wind turbines. The allocation is based on the principle
of energy storage priority, as in the energy storage capacity has to be greater than the FM
power that the entire wind farm needs to output. The FM task is undertaken by energy
storage; if the energy storage capacity is less than the FM power, the entire wind farm needs
the output and the full energy storage, while the remaining frequency adjustment tasks are
undertaken by the wind. The energy storage capacity optimization and configuration are
depicted in Figure 5.
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In these figures, Pbf is the FM power of the energy storage system; Pf is the FM power
of the wind field; Pwf is the FM power of the wind turbine; Pbref is the given power value; T
is the FM duration of the wind; Pb is the energy storage capacity; N f is the rated frequency

of the system;
d fpll

dt is the collected system frequency; dfpll/dt is the rate of change in system
frequency; and Tj and K f are the inertial time constant and active power FM coefficient of
the synchronverter, respectively.

3.3. Optimal Economic Capacity

The life cycle cost of the ESS can reflect the average cost of the energy storage power
station during the life cycle. The investment cost mainly includes the investment cost in the
early stage and the replacement cost of the later device. The operation and maintenance
costs mainly include fixed operation and maintenance costs determined by PCS and variable
operation and maintenance costs determined by ESS charging and discharging.

The ESS device cost is mainly composed of energy storage devices, power conversion
systems, and some auxiliary equipment:

Csys = Cbat + Cpcs + Cbop (3)

where Cbat is the energy storage device cost; Cpcs is the power conversion system cost; and
Cbop is the auxiliary equipment cost.

The cost of energy storage device Cbat expressed as

Cbat =
CEErated

η
(4)

where Erated is the rated power of the ESS (kW.h); η is the conversion efficiency of the ESS
(%); CE is the unit power price ($/(kW.h)); Prated is the rated power of the ESS (KW); and t
is the discharge time (h) of the energy storage system.

The power conversion system cost is expressed as

Cpcs = CPPrated (5)
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where Cp is the unit power price of PCS ($/kW).

Cbop = CBErated (6)

where CB is the unit electricity price of auxiliary equipment ($/(kW.h)).

CLCC = Crep + Csys + CPOM + CVOM (7)

Csys = (
CEErated

η
+ CPPrated + CBErated)

i(1 + i)N

(1 + i)N − 1
(8)

where i is the discount rate (%); and N is the project period (years).
When the project cycle is greater than the life cycle of the energy storage system, the

ESS needs to replace equipment. PCS and auxiliary equipment generally have a service life
of ten years.

Crep =
CEErated

η

k

∑
β=1

(1 − α)βn

(1 + i)βn
i(1 + i)N

(1 + i)N − 1
(9)

where Crep is the average annual reduction ratio of the cost of energy storage devices; k is
the number of battery replacements, k = N/n − 1, and n is the battery life (years); β is the
βth replacement of the battery in the energy storage system.

CVOM = Ce =
CetD

η
Prated (10)

CPOM = C f Prated (11)

where Cf is the operation and maintenance cost per unit of power (USD/(kW·year)). Variable
operation and maintenance costs mainly consider electricity cost, Ce (USD/year), whereas
Ce_P is the average annual electricity cost of the ESS per unit of power (USD/(kW·year)).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Results

Figure 6 presents the wind storage coordination and FM control strategy based on the
frequency outer loop of the energy storage compensation. Figure 6 depicts wind power
does not participate in FM, but solely energy storage is used for frequency recovery. Where
the grid has 20% wind power installed capacity, load disturbance is added, and the load
takes up 5% of the system capacity. In Figure 6, the energy storage supports the FM control
strategy of the wind farm, and the frequency of the system after stabilization is 49.878 Hz.
The energy storage capacity that needs to be configured to restore the frequency to the
stable value accounts for 8% of the wind field capacity. While this method is adopted, the
lowest frequency of the system increases by 41% and the steady-state frequency increases
by 20% compared with the wind farm without FM capacity.
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An independent FM mode of energy storage is adopted and the original control
strategy of wind energy storage to coordinate the FM by adding an appropriate amount of
energy storage is presented in Figure 6. At the grid with 20% wind power installed, load
disturbance of 5% system capacity is applied. Figure 7 depicts a wind speed of 8.6 m/s, the
frequency characteristics of the system when solely the energy storage FM was adopted,
and the original strategy of wind energy storage coordination FM. The FM effect is similar
to that when the energy storage participates in the FM solely, and compared with wind
energy storage, the frequency characteristics are greatly improved.
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Figure 7. The FM effect of the original strategy of wind energy storage coordination control.

Figure 8 compares the output of the two control strategies of a single FM for energy
storage and coordinated FM for wind storage. When the wind speed is 8.6 m/s, compared
with the FM mode of wind energy storage, wind farms are supported when the original
control strategy of wind storage coordinating FM is adopted. The energy storage output
is found relatively smooth and the peak value of output is calculated smaller. Similarly,
the total FM output of the wind and the energy storage participating system is the same
under the two strategies. Under the condition that the FM effect is consistent, the energy
storage alone support strategy is adopted and the energy storage capacity to be configured
is 8% of the wind field capacity; thus, the energy storage capacity to be configured when
the original control strategy of wind storage coordination and FM is adopted under 5.7% of
the wind field capacity, which is 28% less than the energy storage alone support strategy.

When the wind speed of the wind is 11.2 m/s, the frequency characteristics of the
system are consistent with those in Figure 9 when solely the energy storage FM is adopted,
and with the original control strategy of the wind storage coordinated FM. Similarly, in the
grid with 20% wind power installed capacity, load disturbance is added, and the load takes
up 5% of the system capacity. In Figure 9, when the wind speed is 11.2 m/s, the energy
storage capacity that needs to be configured is 13.9%, exceeding the capacity configuration
(8%) when the energy storage supports wind farm FM. This is because, when the wind
speeds are higher, the power drop amplitude after the wind exits the FM is observed
to be more serious. Under a constant speed range, when the wind speed is high, the
power drop range is observed to be deeper after the wind exits the FM, and the deeper the
wind’s power has dropped, the more high-power energy storage needed to compensate.
Therefore, under high wind speed, the short-time supporting power of the wind is larger.
The original control strategy that energy storage solely compensates for power drop still
needs to be optimized.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the output of the original control strategy of the FM coordination energy
storage and wind energy storage.
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Figure 9. FM effect of the original control strategy for wind storage coordination.

Figure 10 depicts the coordinated control strategy of wind power inertia release and
steady-state support of energy storage requiring 5.9% energy storage. The wind speed
is 11.2 m/s, at which it requires 8% of the energy storage phase for independent support
compared with a reduction of 26%.
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Figure 10. Energy storage compensation steady-state strategy under a 11.2 m/s wind speed.

4.2. Discussion

The specific parameters of a lithium battery are given in Table 1. This strategy is
adopted, and the energy storage capacity at high wind speeds is configured to be 5.9% of
the installed capacity of the wind turbine. It is a reduction of 26% compared with the 8%
capacity required for independent support of energy storage and improves the economics
of energy storage participating in primary frequency regulation. Considering the battery’s
development and commercial conditions, this study selects lithium batteries for capacity
configuration. The lithium batteries have a strong ability to withstand high power and
extreme temperatures and need not consume water resources in the production process.
On the other hand, the service life, cost, energy storage, and mass production conditions of
lithium batteries are relative to other batteries. There are fewer restrictions, making them
widely used in commerce. Considering these two aspects comprehensively, the lithium
battery is used for analysis.

Table 1. Energy storage cost analysis.

Type of Battery
Unit Capacity

Price CE
(USD/kW·h)

Unit Power
Price Cp

(USD/kW)

O&M Cost Cf
(USD)/(kW·h)

Charging
Electricity
Price Cc

(USD/kW.h)

Conversion
Efficiency (%)

Life Time
Period (Year)

Lithium battery 21,600 7270 1040 3.5 0.85 10

Table 2 represents the wind storage coordination strategy’s energy storage capacity
requirements under different wind speeds. Energy storage gets similar, supporting 8%
under 6.2 m/s and 8.6% at 11.2 m/s wind speeds, while optimized and original strategies
get different values under various wind speeds. The synchronverter of wind power has an
energy reserve to participate in the primary FM of the grid; but, when the FM exits and
the speed is restored, it causes the second drop in the grid frequency and deteriorates the
system frequency dynamics. To improve the secondary frequency drop problem based
on the comprehensive speed recovery strategy, the parameters of the FM support strategy
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are optimized, but the secondary frequency drop was not eliminated. To eliminate the
secondary frequency drop, an ESS is added to the power generation side to cooperate
with wind power generating units and traditional generating units to participate in grid
frequency adjustment to maintain the grid frequency in a stable state. When a similar FM
effect is achieved, the coordinated and optimized control strategy of wind power inertia
release and energy storage steady-state support is the optimal strategy for wind storage
coordinated FM.

Table 2. Energy storage capacity requirements under different wind speeds.

Wind Speed 6.2 m/s 8.6 m/s 11.2 m/s

With energy storage supports 8% 8% 8%

Original strategy: secondary fall compensation 6.7% 5.6% 13.9%

Optimization strategy: energy storage and compensation 5.5% 5.2% 5.9%

The design method of the same rated power and capacity the operating performance
of the ESS and meeting the FM are the constraints. The ESS has the lowest average annual
cost per unit of power to obtain greater benefits for capacity allocation. The obtained control
parameters, FM effect evaluation index, economic evaluation index, rated power Prated and
rated capacity Erated are shown in Table 3. According to the maximum frequency deviation
of the grid and considering the operating performance of the energy storage system. The
rated power Prated of the ESS is determined by optimizing the control parameters of the
energy storage system and the rated capacity Erated of the ESS is determined according to
the state of charge (SOC) of the ESS. Meanwhile, the average annual cost per unit power of
the ESS CLCC is calculated according to the life cycle cost model. The capacity configuration
is based on the minimum primary FM effect J as the optimization objective.

Table 3. Capacity allocation is based on the robust economic model, comprehensive optimal capacity
allocation and control variable.

Model Parameter Value

Robust economic model Control variable (Tj) 4

Control variable (Kf) 5

Economic evaluation index (J) 0.131

Economic evaluation index (CLCC) (103 USD) 66.30

Power (%) 1.4

Optimal capacity allocation Control variable (Tj) 8

Control variable (Kf) 13

Economic evaluation index (J) 0.098

Economic evaluation index (CLCC) (103) 150

Power (%) 3.7

Control variable Control variable (Tj) 12

Control variable (Kf) 20

Economic evaluation index (J) 0.096

Economic evaluation index (CLCC) (103) 23,200

Power (%) 5.9

5. Conclusions

This study discussed the characteristics of FM and configured the wind energy storage
capacity by optimizing the controlling parameters. The main conclusions are as follows:
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• One can improve the economics of energy storage by determining the design method
of its rated power and the capacity according to the FM requirements.

• The energy storage capacity under high wind speeds is configured to be 5.9% of the
installed capacity, which is a reduction of 26% compared with the 8% capacity required
for independent support of energy storage.

• The comprehensive optimal energy storage capacity configuration of the coordinated
FM control strategy is improved.

In a follow-up study, the coordinated control of the three generators and the coor-
dinated FM of the wind storage and synchronous generators still need to be studied. In
addition, comprehensive consideration is needed to ascertain the various factors that affect
system resonance.
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Abbreviations

FM Frequency modulation
ESS Energy storage system
SOC State of charge
Pf FM power
N f Rated frequency of the system
Pwf Power of the wind turbine
K f Inertial time constant
Pb Energy storage capacity
Cbat Energy storage device cost
Cpcs Power conversion system cost
Cbop Auxiliary equipment cost
Erated Rated power of the ESS
CB Unit electricity price
Cf Operation and maintenance cost
J Optimization objective
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